John Davis is the President and the ‘vizionary’ of VizionWorx and has his finger on the pulse when it comes
to understanding the latest in technology and meeting his customer’s digital needs. He is a serial
entrepreneur from St. Louis who owns (15) companies and is always looking for his next interesting project.
John states, “we don’t want VizionWorx to be an addition to someone’s team, but rather we want to be a part
of their team.”
FUN NOTE: John’s great-grandfather, Dwight Davis was the founder of the Davis Cup in 1900, the
international tennis competition. John also wore the uniform for the St. Louis Cardinals mascot, Fredbird for
numerous years.
CONTACT INFORMATION: 314.499.6295 | john.davis@vizionworx.com

Anastasia (Stacy) Kotis works as the Chief Business Development Officer at VizionWorx and daily
promotes their finest quality in 3D Renderings / Animations and Virtual Tours. In her position, she ‘connects’
people with their products/services, to the services provided by VizionWorx. Stacy has had successful careers
in Manufacturing, Aviation and Real Estate and notably states, “we can’t do business like we used to, and we
should embrace this new technology in showing us ways for giving us an edge over our competition.”
FUN NOTE: When Stacy can spare some extra time, she enjoys traveling to her second home in Greece.
CONTACT INFORMATION: 314.499.6297 | anastasia.kotis@vizionworx.com

Andrey Mishev is the Chief Technical Officer at VizionWorx overseeing the artistic team at VizionWorx. In
his position, he focuses on the finest details to make every job, “come to life” and loves the fact that no
project is the same. Andrey who was born and raised in Bulgaria, started his career over 20 years ago when
Bulgaria was instrumental in numerous developments within the Digital Imagery industry. He tirelessly sits in
front of the computer, while making sure that the end result is delivered on time and on budget.
FUN NOTE: Andrey is a drone enthusiast and likes to go out with his drone every chance he gets. In addition,
he is an avid world traveler with his wife and daughter.
CONTACT INFORMATION: 314.499. 6298 | andrey.mishev@vizionworx.com

